“Stay the Course”
Brian is staying the course of a liberal arts education at Princeton. He is managing to find amazing similarities in a semester of Physics, “Christian Ethics,” Logic, Economics, and the “Causes of War.”

“Strategy for Victory”
Peter helped his high school team to victories in cross-country, Nordic skiing, and track. The key element of Peter’s strategy? Wearing sunglasses, even during indoor track.

“Peace with Honor”
Laura tries to make peace with her brothers and is an honor student at school. She has enjoyed a peaceful transition to high school and has honored several activities with her presence.

“Mid Term Adjustment”
Carol retired from Store to Door after 6 ½ fulfilling years helping the elderly. She will announce her new strategy, once she figures it out, sometime after the new year.

“Cut and Run”
This is what Tom is thinking about doing after teaching 1100 freshmen this past semester.

Best Classic Catch Phrase:
“Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!”
Tom, Carol, Brian, Peter, and Laura